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Abstract. The Telescope Array (TA) experiment is the largest Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Ray (UHECR) hybrid detector which consists of three stations of Fluorescence Detectors (FDs) and 507 Surface Detectors (SDs). The coincidence events which observed both by FD and SD is referred as hybrid event. The geometry and energy of each extensive air shower observed by hybrid mode are reconstructed with much more accurate resolution than monocular reconstruction alone. The hybrid event candidates were searched for by comparison of the trigger times between FD and SD in the good weather days from May 2008 to September 2010. By this search, we found 1306 hybrid events for BR, 1051 events for LR and 905 events for MD. In this paper, the performance of the hybrid technique and the energy spectra measured by using hybrid events are presented.

1 Introduction

The Telescope Array (TA) experiment, located in the West Desert of Utah, is the largest ultra-high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) observatory in the Northern Hemisphere [2]. The experiment operates three fluorescence detectors (FDs) in hybrid mode with an array of 507 scintillation surface detectors (SDs). The SD array is deployed on a square grid of 1.2 km spacing and covers a total area of about 700 km$^2$ [1]. Three FD stations are located on the periphery of the SD array at Middle Drum (MD), Black Rock Mesa (MR) and Long Ridge (LR) [2]. The MD station consists of the 14 refurbished HiRes-I telescopes. The BR and LR stations each comprises 12 newly constructed telescopes that were specifically designed for TA. The hybrid operation was started from May 2008.

The data from each of the FD stations have been analyzed in both monocular and in stereo mode. The coincidence events between those FD events and the SD array are referred as hybrid events. The hybrid data set is particularly suitable for the measurement of the UHECR energy spectrum. The geometry and energy of each extensive air shower (EAS) observed this way are constructed with excellent resolution, using the longitudinal calorimetric measurements from the FD and the additional timing information of the SD. These give much more accurate results than monocular reconstruction alone. Moreover, the exposure is obtained with great precision from the flat (in energy dependence), geometrically determined aperture of the SD array. In this paper, we present the developed hybrid technique both for newly constructed FDs (BR and LR) and transferred FD from HiRes (MD). The energy spectra measured by using this method is also presented.
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2 Shower Analysis

2.1 Analysis of BR and LR Data

The BR and LR FD sites are constructed specifically for the TA experiment. Each station has twelve telescopes: six telescopes are in the upper side, and the other six telescopes are in the lower side. The upper and lower rings cover 3°–33° in elevation and 108° in azimuth. This field of view (FOV) covers the whole area of the SD array. Each telescope has a camera with 256 pixel photo-tubes and a spherical mirror with a diameter of 3.3m which consists of 18 segment mirrors. Output signals from PMTs which pass through a DC-coupled pre-amplifier are continuously digitized by FADC on SDF with 12bit and 40MHz sampling. Since each of 4 consecutive bins is combined to 1 bin in this module, it works as 14bits and 10MHz sampling digitizer (100ns/bin).

The hybrid event reconstruction for BR and LR sites is divided into two steps. First, the trajectory of the shower axis is determined from the pointing direction of FD pixels containing light pulse from the EAS, and from the combined FD and SD timing information. Second, the longitudinal development and total calorimetric energy of the shower are determined amount of light gathered by the FD.

The geometrical reconstruction is also divided into two parts. The shower-detector plane (SDP), which contains both the line of the shower axis and the point of the FD station, appears as a track in the PMT pixels of the camera (Figure 1). The normal unit vector $\mathbf{n}$ of SDP can be found by searching for a least-squares solution, which minimizes $\sum (\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{k}_i)^2$, where $\mathbf{k}_i$ is the direction unit vector of the $i$-th PMT.

Next, the shower axis in the SDP is determined by timing and direction of the triggered PMTs, combined with the arrival time recorded by an SD counter near the SDP. The following equations are used to fit for $r$, the distance of the shower core on the ground from the FD station, where $\psi$ is the elevation angle of the shower axis in the SDP:

$$t_i = t' + \frac{1}{c} \sin \psi - \sin \alpha_i r, \quad (1)$$

$$t' = T_{SD}^0 + \frac{1}{c} (r - r_{SD}) \cos \psi, \quad (2)$$

$$T_{SD}^0 = T_{SD} - \frac{1}{c} [(r_{SD}' - r_{SD}) \cdot \mathbf{S}]. \quad (3)$$

Here $t_i$ and $\alpha_i$ are the time and the elevation angle in the SDP for the $i$-th PMT, $t'$ is the time at which the air shower reaches the ground, $r_{SD}$ is the position vector of the SD from the FD station, $r_{SD}'$ is the SD position projected onto the SDP, and $\mathbf{S}$ is the direction vector of the shower axis at the shower core. Note that the time of the SD counter, $T_{SD}$, is included in the fit to improve the precision.

Fig. 1. Shower detector plane and the time fit.
From the shower trajectory determined above, the pulse information from the time bins of PMTs involved in the event are projected on to the shower axis. From this we obtain a signal vs. shower depth curve. The shower profile (number of charged particles vs. shower slant depth) is obtained by an Inverse Monte Carlo (IMC) method. The total energy deposit along the shower axis is determined by the comparison between data and MC events generated by the Gaisser-Hillas (GH) function.

The calibration parameters are applied to MC in the IMC procedure. In this analysis, the differential fluorescence yield spectrum used to convert number of photons to energy deposit is taken from the published result of the FLASH experiment [3], normalized to the total yield from the Kakimoto model [4].

The calorimetric energy determined from the IMC procedure is corrected for missing energy carried off by neutral particles that do not emit fluorescence light. This “missing” energy is calculated using the air shower Monte Carlo (MC) simulations code CORSIKA [5]. This difference between primary energy and energy measured by the integration of the fitted GH function, is found to be ~8%. The energy of the primary particle is determined by integration of the fitted GH function with the correction of missing energy.

To ensure the quality of the reconstruction, we accept only events which satisfy the following quality criteria; (1) the number of PMTs used in reconstruction is more than 20, (2) the reconstructed zenith angle is smaller than 55 degrees, (3) shower core is inside the edge of SD array, (4) angle between reconstructed shower axis and telescope is more than 20 degrees, and (5) the maximum of the shower development ($X_{\text{max}}$) has to be observed.

In the case of stereo event, if the events from both of BR and LR are accepted, the event with more PMTs is selected. For all energy ranges, the resolution of the arrival direction is about 0.9 degrees, and the resolution of the energy is on the order of 7% (see Figure 2).

2.2 Analysis of MD Data

The MD FD Site is instrumented with refurbished telescopes from the HiRes-1 site. Each telescope consists of 2 m diameter mirror of 3.7 m² unobstructed light collection area. Each camera uses 256 two-inch photo-multiplier tubes (PMT) arranged in a row-wise hexagonal close-pack configuration. Each PMT pixel views a one-degree cone in the sky, and each camera has a 16° (azimuth) × 14° (elevation) field-of-view (FOV). Unlike the BR and LR sites, the read-out electronics are based on TDCs for time measurements of the light pulse, and on sample-and-hold charge integrators for pulse area determination.
For direct comparison to the HiRes results, the same profile-constrained fit from the HiRes-1 monocular reconstruction was used for MD analysis. Details can be found in reference [6]. There are two main differences between the MD and HiRes-1 detectors. First, the MD station views up to 31° in elevation, twice as high as HiRes-1, and covers only about 110° in azimuth (full azimuth for HiRes). Second, the MD site is about 20% darker in ambient background light, which permitted the detectors to run at a lower threshold, improving the aperture of the MD detector to about 1/2 that of HiRes-1, even though MD has less than 1/3 the azimuthal coverage.

The FD reconstruction follows closely the technique used for the MD monocular spectrum [7], but without the profile constrain developed for the original HiRes-1 analysis. The addition of the timing from the SD incorporates the method described earlier in this paper. This study will be presented in another paper [8].

2.3 Comparison of Data and MC

The hybrid event candidates were searched for by comparison of the trigger times between FD and SD in the good weather days from May 2008 to September 2010. By this search, we found 1306 hybrid events for BR, 1051 events for LR and 905 events for MD.

The MC data is also generated by using a CORSIKA based MC simulation code developed for TA [9]. For the detector response simulation for these MC events, all of the time-dependent calibration parameters were applied according to the relative exposure for the applicable periods. The MC event data were subjected to the same IMC reconstruction procedure and event selection cuts. For the purpose of validating our MC events, the reconstructed shower geometry is compared between observed data and MC events (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The MC events are in good agreement with the observed data. The effective exposure was calculated by using this MC data.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the data and MC distributions in BR and LR events, ψ (left upper), $R_p$ (right upper), zenith angle (left lower) and azimuth angle (right lower). The description of these parameters are in Figure 1.
2.4 Systematic Uncertainty of Energy Determination

The systematic uncertainties in energy determination are dominated by the uncertainties in the fluorescence yield (11%), atmosphere attenuation (11%) [10], the absolute detector calibration (10%) [11][12][13], and the reconstruction procedure itself (10%). The total systematic errors are estimated at 21% for the energy scale.

3 Energy Spectrum

The preliminary energy spectra from the hybrid events (BR and LR) in TA is shown in Figure 5. The updated MD monocular spectrum is also shown. These results from TA are consistent with the HiRes result [14]. This indicates that the energy scale of TA is compatible with that of HiRes.

4 Conclusion

The hybrid spectrum using the FD data from BR, LR and MD was presented. A dedicated reconstruction procedure was developed that included the timing information from the SD in the trajectory fit for the shower axis. The resulting angular resolution is better than $0.9^\circ$ and the energy resolution is about than 7% above $10^{18.2}$ eV. These resolutions represent a substantial improvement over FD monocular analysis, where the angular resolution is of the order of $5^\circ$ and energy resolution about $15 \text{ to } 20\%$ for events with the energy above $10^{18.2}$ eV.

For this hybrid analysis, the main contributions for the systematic uncertainty of energy scale are the detector calibration (10%), atmospheric attenuation (11%), fluorescence yield (11%) and the
Fig. 5. The energy spectra measured by the TA hybrid analysis with other recent experimental data. The dotted line shows the upper limit at 90% C.L.

reconstruction procedure itself (10%). The total systematic error of the energy scale is estimated to be 21% by a quadratic sum of these factors.

The measured hybrid energy spectrum above $10^{18.2}$ eV is consistent with the monocular spectrum from the MD site, and with the previously published results of the HiRes experiment.
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